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Abstract 

In automobile manufacturing, it is a great challenge to select and execute the services with the optimal 

value, cost and time out of complex processes. Most traditional algorithms only optimize one 

objective. In this paper, an optimization algorithm for service value and time is proposed under the 

constraint of deadline, and denoted as SRVT. The proposed algorithm reversely derives the service 

with the maximum value at each time point, and adds it to the set of candidate solutions in the next 

iteration. Then, the optimal solutions were selected iteratively from the set. In the end, the maximum 

service value of the entire workflow was obtained. The proposed SRVT was compared with two 

traditional algorithms through a case study. The comparison shows that our algorithm can outperform 

the contrastive algorithms to a certain extent, and strike a balance between service time, service cost 

and service quality. 
(Received in September 2019, accepted in January 2020. This paper was with the authors 1 month for 1 revision.) 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Workflow, a computer-aided full- or semi-automation technique, has been widely adopted in 

business and production processes. In general, a workflow model covers the start and 

termination conditions of the entire process, the specific information on each task, as well as 

the logical sequence between tasks and between tasks and activities. 

      The rational scheduling lies at the core of workflow. Luo et al. [1] enumerated various 

scheduling strategies, and thoroughly demonstrated that a rational scheduling algorithm can 

optimize the cost and time of workflow. Every workflow consists of multiple tasks, each of 

which can be completed by executing the corresponding service. This service is usually 

selected based on the quality of service (QoS) and the business demand of the target user. 

Hence, the key of scheduling strategy is to choose the optimal service that satisfies user 

demand [2-3]. 

      Currently, the QoS is mainly measured by two reference indices: execution time and 

execution cost. The workflow is often modelled, and divided into a set of loose tasks in 

different domains. Then, the path with the least cost is searched for by heuristic scheduling 

algorithms before the deadline [4]. 

      Similar to query optimization problem, the workflow problem is non-deterministic 

polynomial-time (N-P) hard [5-7]. Time and cost are the main objectives of workflow 

optimization. In other words, the quality of service must be ensured within a short time at a 

low cost. 
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW 

Most workflows are control-oriented and aimed at reducing labour time and labour cost. To 

minimize the time and cost, the scheduling strategy of a workflow should dynamically select 

the service to be executed before the deadline, striking a balance between the goals of all 

parties. 

      Xu et al. [8] explored deep into the cloud service reliability of workflow scheduling, and 

developed a heuristic time-cost trade-off algorithm, in which the workflow execution is 

optimized to realize the dynamic equilibrium between the minimal total makespan and the 

minimal total execution cost. 

      Ahmad et al. [9] studied the multi-objective optimization of workflow scheduling in 

heterogeneous computing systems, and combined genetic operators and heuristic algorithm 

into an optimization algorithm. The proposed algorithm can converge to the optimal solution 

in a short time, and optimize the multiple objectives of cloud workflow scheduling in 

heterogeneous computing environment. 

      Alkhanak et al. [10] designed a cost-based met classification method to minimize the 

workflow execution cost, and satisfy the user-defined QoS. Based on scheduling stages, the 

metrics were divided into monetary and temporal cost parameters. Their method sheds new 

light on multi-objective optimization of workflow scheduling in various fields. 

      Based on multi-agent system (MAS), Hsieh [11] put forward a scalable and sustainable 

scheduling system, which relies on workflow scheduling and Petri net to optimize the 

distributed organization of hospital, the dynamic medical workflow and the variable medical 

resources. 

      Al-Kiswany et al. [12] developed a workflow-optimized storage system (WOSS), which 

exploits application hints to provide per-file optimized operations, and exposes data location 

to enable multi-objective optimization of location-aware scheduling. 

       Shishido et al. [13] described various metaheuristic scheduling techniques for cloud and 

their applications, optimized workflow scheduling with particle swarm optimization (PSO) 

[14] and genetic algorithm (GA) [15], and achieved the dynamic balance between safety, cost 

and risk. Considering the complexity of cloud computing, Verma and Kaushal [16] designed a 

hybrid particle swarm optimization (HPSO) algorithm based on non-dominance sorting. The 

HPSO is a hybrid of budget and deadline constrained heterogeneous earliest finish time 

(BDHEFT) algorithm and multi-objective PSO. The proposed algorithm gives a set of Pareto 

Optimal solutions, and effectively schedules the workflow with multiple conflicting 

objectives in infrastructure-as-a-service (IaaS) clouds. 

      Considering the difficulty in balancing the multiple conflicting objectives in service-

orientated grids (SOG) environments, Ambursa et al. [17] created a multi-QoS workflow 

scheduling algorithm based on the PSO and a look-ahead heuristic (LAPSO), which selects 

the best scheduling solutions based on the proposed constraint-handling strategy and 

improves the quality of the best solutions. 

      Considering the heterogeneous nature, complex billing models and infinite resources 

requirements of workflow scheduling in cloud platform, Prathibha et al. [18] presented a 

high-performance method for scheduling workflow on cloud computing platform, called non-

dominated sorting particle swarm optimization (NSPSO). The NSPSO provides better 

workflow scheduling solution for cloud than the existing workflow scheduling algorithms. 

      Abdi et al. [19] proposed a novel greedy randomized adaptive search procedure (GRASP) 

called GRASP-FC, with the aim to reduce the financial cost like the fees for running virtual 

machines (VMs) and the fees for data transfer, and to fulfil deadline and resource constraints 

in the clouds. The GRASP-FC provides a valuable tool to obtain an approximate optimal 

solution to resource allocation for bag-of-tasks (BoT) workflows. 
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      Based on evolutionary states, Zhang et al. [20] formulated an adaptive individual-

assessment scheme to handle the constraints in multi-objective optimization problems. 

Experimental results show that the proposed algorithm outperformed other state-of-the-art 

methods in convergence and diversity, and achieved better optimization ability in solving 

cloud workflow scheduling problem. 

      Almi’ani et al. [21] presented a resource demand aware scheduling (RDAS+) algorithm, 

which maximizes the resource utilization by allocating the minimum number of resources. 

This optimization eventually leads to cost efficiency for pay-per-use cloud resources. 

      Focusing on the total makespan and execution cost of workflow, Ghafouri et al. [22] 

proposed two heuristic algorithms, namely, minimum time and decreased cost (MTDC) and 

constrained time and decreased cost (CTDC). Through comparative analysis, the two 

algorithms were found to perform better than heterogeneous earliest finish time (HEFT) 

algorithm and the PSO in scheduling results and performance. 

      Whereas most of the heuristics or meta-heuristics may not fulfil certain optimum criterion 

and produce near optimal solution, Choudhary et al. [23] set up a meta-heuristic based 

algorithm for workflow scheduling that considers minimization of makespan and cost. 

Simulation results show that the proposed algorithm outperformed traditional single-objective 

scheduling optimization algorithms in all scenarios. 

      Targeting the workflow scheduling in cloud environment, Naidu and Bhagat [24] put 

forward a modified PSO with scout adaptation (MPSO-SA) algorithm. Compared with 

conventional scheduling algorithms, the MPSO-SA scheduling mechanism lowers the 

probability of security risk on job scheduling. 

      Luo et al. [25-26] developed a virtual iterative reduction algorithm for the manufacturing 

of complex products. Through reverse iteration, the algorithm specifies a scheduling path that 

balances makespan and production accuracy, and optimizes the multi-objective scheduling of 

manufacturing businesses for complex products. 

      Qureshi [27] investigated the role of application profiles in addressing the trade-off 

between performance and energy efficiency of small- to medium-scale data centres, and 

proposed a power-aware framework for efficient placement of application workloads in the 

data centre. Simulation results show that the proposed framework was 19 % and 38 % more 

energy efficient than robust time cost (RTC) and HEFT, respectively for medium to large 

sized workloads. 

      Kalra and Singh [28] created an approach based on intelligent water drops (IWD) 

algorithm to minimize the execution time of workflows while balancing the resource 

utilization of VMs in cloud computing environment. Experimental results demonstrate that 

proposed algorithm performed better than these existing techniques in terms of makespan and 

load balancing. 

      Taking dynamic workflow scheduling problem as a dynamic multi-objective optimization 

problem (DMOP), Ismayilov and Topcuoglu [29] developed a prediction-based dynamic 

multi-objective evolutionary algorithm, which achieves the optimal scheduling of six 

objectives: minimal makespan, minimal cost, minimal energy, minimal degree of imbalance, 

maximal reliability and maximal utilization. 

      Drawing on the above literature, this paper attempts to offer a scheduling optimization 

strategy that can select and execute a suitable service in each local process, and thus obtain 

the optimal solution: maximizing the service quality when the time is fully utilized. The 

service quality was measured by the QoS per unit time (i.e. service value) 
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3. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION 

3.1  Relevant definitions  

Definition 1. Service value Sval refers to the ratio of service quality Sqlty to service price Spc 

per unit time t, i.e. Sval = Sqlty  t / Spc. 

      Definition 2. Task package W is the set of all tasks in a workflow. Let nZ
+
 be the 

number of tasks. Then, task package can be expressed as W = {w1, w2, …, wi, …, wn}. 

      Definition 3. Service package Fi is the set of services available for a specific task wi. Let 

m Z
+ 

be the number of services. Then, service package can be expressed as Fi = {fi,1, fi,2, …, 

fi,j, …, fi,m}. 

      Definition 4. Service details Pi,j refer to the specific parameters of a service, including 

service quality, service price and service time. Let Sqlty<i,j>, Spc<i,j>, and ti,j be the service 

quality, service price and service time of the j
th

 service of task wi, respectively. Then, service 

details can be expressed as Pi,j = (Sqlty<i,j>, Spc<i,j>, ti,j). 

      Definition 5. Workflow model M is usually described by a directed acyclic graph (DAG), 

in which the nodes and edges represent the tasks in the workflow and the sequence between 

the tasks, respectively. The workflow model can be expressed as M = (W, E), where E is a set 

of directed edges (E = {(i, k) | task k is the direct successor of task i}. For convenience, two 

virtual nodes wstart and wend were introduced to indicate the start and the end of a service. 

Then, the service packages at the start and end of a service can be denoted as Fstart and Fend, 

respectively. The core of workflow optimization is to select services from service packages, 

according to the specific situation. 

      Definition 6. Task execution domain RAi = [ETi, LTi] refers to a closed period allowed to 

execute task wi, where ETi and LTi are the earliest time and latest time allowed to execute task 

wi, respectively. The actual start time of task i falls between the earliest time and latest time, 

i.e. Ii[ETi, LTi]. 
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where, DL is the deadline of the entire workflow. 

3.2  Workflow diagram generation algorithm (WDG) 

Workflow diagram is a popular way to illustrate how a workflow operates. Based on the 

previous literature, this paper designs a workflow diagram generation algorithm (WDG), 

which considers the sequence between tasks and the parallel relationship between services: 

      Step 1. Determine the execution sequence of the tasks in the task package, according to 

the logical sequence of businesses. 

      Step 2. Take Fstart as the direct predecessor of all services in the first task, and Fend as the 

direct successor of all services in the last task. 

      Step 3. Traverse the service package of the next task, take each service in the package as 

the direct successor of the corresponding service in the package of the current task, and 

specify the details of all these services. 

      Step 4. Repeat Step 3 until the task package is traversed, creating the workflow diagram. 

      The pseudo code of our WDG is as follows: 

      Inputs: Wwi (i = 1, 2, …, n)// The set of tasks in the workflow 
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 Fifi,j (j = 1, 2, …, m)//The set of services of task i  

 Pi,jSqlty<i,j>, Spc<i,j>, ti,j// The details of each service 

    Fstart, Fend// The service packages at the start and end of a service 

    G 

Output: Workflow diagram 

 1. FOR (i = 1; i<= W.length; i++)// Traverse task package W. 

 2. FOR (j = 1; j<= Fi.length; j++) // Traverse service package Fi. 
 3. IF (i ==1)              // Judge if it is the first task. 

 4. addEdge(Fstart, fi,j)// Add service f1,j to the diagram as the direct successor to Fstart. 

 5. ELSE IF (i ==W.length)   // Judge if it is the last task. 

 6.         addEdge(fi,j, Fend)// Add service Fend to the diagram as the direct successor to fm,j. 

 7. ELSE 

8. FOR(k = 1; Fi-1.length; k++)// Add each service in the next service package to the 

diagram 

9.      addEdge(fi-1,k, fi,j)//as the direct successor to the corresponding service of the current 

service package. 

         The services in the next service package are used as the previous one in turn. 

10. addProperty(fi,j, Pi,j)// Add the details corresponding to the services to the diagram.  

11. RETURN Workflow diagram 

      The time complexity of the WDG is O(nm2
). 

3.3  Constraints 

In addition to the above definitions, the workflow must obey the following constraints before 

being applied in actual production: 
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where, Ii is the start time for the execution of task i; ti,sel is the execution time of a specific 

service in task i; ttotal is the total execution time of the workflow. 

3.4  Deadline-constrained service value-time optimization algorithm (SRVT) 

This paper puts forward a service value-time optimization algorithm under the constraint of 

deadline, and denotes it as the SRVT. The core idea is to divide the workflow into multiple 

phases, and select the best quality service in the current phase, without surpassing the 

deadline DL. In other words, the workflow optimization aims to maximize the service value 

within the task execution domain. The maximum service value of the workflow can be 

reversely derived from the maximum service values of sub-workflows: 
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where, Sval<n, j> is the service value of service j in task n;  (n, In) is the maximum total service 

value of the last task n with the actual start time In: 

    ,, max ,n-1 n 1 n 1 sel val<n-1,sel>θ n -1 I = θ n I t +S   (4) 

      The SRVT is implemented in the following steps: 
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      Step 1. Transform the input data into the nodes and edges in the DAG, using the WDG 

algorithm. 

      Step 2. Compute the execution domain [ET, LT] of all tasks in the input task package. 

      Step 3. Reversely derive the maximum service value of the entire workflow, after the start 

time of each service within the execution domain of a task. 

      Step 4. Compare the service values of different services at the end of iteration, and take 

the maximum value as the maximum service value. 

4. CASE STUDY 

The workflow of automobile manufacturing was abstracted into a task package W. The ten 

tasks in the package include casting w1, forging w2, pressing w3, welding w4, plastic 

processing w5, mechanical processing w6, hot treatment w7, electroplating w8, painting w9, and 

assembly w10. 

      Each process was abstracted into a service, which differs with the processing methods and 

prices. The available services were thus aggregated to service packages. The service packages 

for the ten tasks are F1 = {f1,1, f1,2}, F2 = {f2,1, f2,2, f2,3, f2,4}, F3 = {f3,1, f3,2, f3,3}, F4 = {f4,1, f4,2, f4,3}, 

F5 = {f5,1, f5,2}, F6 = {f6,1, f6,2, f6,3}, F7 = {f7,1, f7,2, f7,3, f7,4}, F8 = {f8,1, f8,2}, F9={f9,1, f9,2} and 

F10 = {f10,1, f10,2, f10,3}, respectively. 

      Two virtual nodes, wstart and wend, were introduced to represent the supply and delivery of 

components. 

      If the details of a service are P1,1 = (0.97, 5, 5), the quality, price and time of the first 

service in the first task package are 0.97, 5 and 5, respectively. The details of services are 

listed in Table I below. 

Table I: Details of services. 

Service 

package 

Fi 

Service value 

Sval<i, j> 

Service details  

Pi, j 

Service 

package 

Fi 

Service value 

Sval<i, j> 

Service details  

Pi, j 

F1 0.553, 0.533  (0.83,6,4), (0.96,9,5) F6 
0.486, 0.474, 

0.581 

(0.85,7,4), (0.79,5,3), 

(0.93,8,5) 

F2 
0.474, 0.539, 

0.491 

(0.79,5,3), (0.97,9,5), 

(0.86,7,4) 
F7 

0.474, 0.560, 
0.550 

(0.79,5,3), (0.84,6,4), 

(0.99,9,5) 

F3 
0.462, 0.540, 

0.533 

(0.77,5,3), (0.81,6,4), 

(0.96,9,5) 
F8 0.462, 0.533 (0.77,5,3), (0.8,6,4) 

F4 
0.544, 0.456, 

0.533 

(0.98,9,5), (0.76,5,3), 

(0.8,6,4) 
F9 0.456, 0.547 (0.76,5,3), (0.82,6,4) 

F5 0.474, 0.563  (0.79,5,3), (0.9,8,5) F10 
0.503, 0.462, 

0.544 

(0.88,7,4), (0.77,5,3), 

(0.98,9,5) 

4.1  Algorithm analysis 

The duration of automobile manufacturing, i.e. the DL of the workflow, was assumed as 35. 

Under this assumption and the conditions in Table I, the results of three different algorithms 

are explained below: 

      (1) Shortest time algorithm (STA) 

      The STA aims to complete the workflow in the shortest time, without considering the 

service value of specific tasks. According to the data in Table I, the services were executed in 

the following sequence: f1,2f2,3f3,3f4,2f5,2f6,2f7,3f8,2f9,2f10,2. 

      Thus, the total execution time: 

ttotal = t1,2+t2,3+t3,3+t4,2+t5,2+t6,2+t7,3+t8,2+t9,2+t10,2 = 4+3+3+3+3+3+3+3+3+3 = 31 < DL, and the 

total service value: 
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Sval = 0.553+0.474+0.462+0.456+0.474+0.474+0.474+0.462+0.456+0.462 = 4.747. 

      (2) Maximum service value algorithm (MVAL) 

      The maximum service value algorithm (MVAL) gives priority to the service with the 

maximum value, but its execution time might exceed the deadline. According to the data in 

Table I, the services were executed in the following sequence: 

f1,1f2,2f3,2f4,3f5,1f6,1f7,2f8,1f9,1f10,1. Thus, the total service value: 

Sval = 0.553+0.539+0.540+0.544+0.563+0.581+0.560+0.533+0.547+0.544 = 5.504, and the 

total execution time: 

ttotal = t1,1+t2,2+t3,2+t4,3+t5,1+t6,1+t7,2+t8,1+t9,1+t10,1 = 5+5+4+5+5+5+4+4+4+5 = 46  DL. The 

algorithm is not feasible, for failing to meet the required duration. 

      (3) The SRVT 

      The execution domains of the tasks in the task package were derived by Eq. (1) as: 

RA1 = [0,4], RA2 = [4,8], RA3 = [7,11], RA4 = [10,14], RA5 = [13,17], RA6 = [16,20], RA7 = [19,23], 

RA8 = [22,26], RA9 = [25,29] and RA10 = [28,32]. 

      The maximum service value in each phase was reversely derived by Eqs. (1) and (2) as 

follows: 

Phase 1: (10,28) = max{0.544, 0.462, 0.503}= 0.544, 

(10,29) = max{0.544, 0.462, 0.503}= 0.544, 

(10,30) = max{0.544, 0.462, 0.503}= 0.544, 

(10,31) = max{0.462, 0.503}= 0.503, 

(10,32) = max{0.462}= 0.462; 

Phase 2: (9,25) = max{(10,28)+0.456,(10,29)+0.547}= 1.091, 

 (9,26) = max{(10,29)+0.456,(10,30)+0.547}= 1.091, 

 (9,27) = max{(10,30)+0.456,(10,31)+0.547}= 1.050, 

 (9,28) = max{(10,31)+0.456,(10,32)+0.547}= 1.009, 

 (9,29) = max{(10,32)+0.456}= 0.918; 

Phase 3: (8,22) = max{(9,25)+0.462,(9,26)+0.533}= 1.624, 

 (8,23) = max{(9,26)+0.462,(9,27)+0.533}= 1.583, 

 (8,24) = max{(9,27)+0.462,(9,28)+0.533}= 1.542, 

 (8,25) = max{(9,28)+0.462,(9,29)+0.533}= 1.471, 

 (8,26) = max{(9,29)+0.462}= 1.380; 

Phase 4: (7,19) = max{(8,22)+0.474,(8, 23)+0.560,(8, 24)+0.550}= 2.143, 

 (7,20) = max{(8,23)+0.474,(8, 24)+0.560,(8, 25)+0.550}= 2.102, 

 (7,21) = max{(8,24)+0.474,(8, 25)+0.560,(8, 26)+0.550}= 2.031, 

 (7,22) = max{(8,25)+0.474,(8, 26)+0.560}= 1.945, 

 (7,23) = max{(8,26)+0.474}= 1.854; 

Phase 5: (6,16) = max{(7,19)+0.474,(7, 20)+0.486,(7, 21)+0.581}= 2.617, 

 (6,17) = max{(7,20)+0.474,(7, 21)+0.486,(7, 22)+0.581}= 2.576, 

 (6,18) = max{(7,21)+0.474,(7, 22)+0.486,(7, 23)+0.581}= 2.505, 

 (6,19) = max{(7,22)+0.474,(7, 23)+0.486}= 2.419, 

 (6,20) = max{(7,23)+0.474}= 2.328; 

Phase 6: (5,13) = max{(6,16)+0.474,(6,18)+0.563}= 3.091, 

 (5,14) = max{(6,17)+0.474,(6, 19)+0.563}= 3.050, 

 (5,15) = max{(6,18)+0.474,(6, 20)+0.563}= 2.979, 

 (5,16) = max{(6,19)+0.474}= 2.893, 

 (5,17) = max{(6,20)+0.474}= 2.802; 

Phase 7: (4,10) = max{(5,13)+0.456,(5, 14)+0.533,(5, 15)+0.544}= 3.583, 
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 (4,11) = max{(5,14)+0.456,(5, 15)+0.533,(5, 16)+0.544}= 3.512, 

 (4,12) = max{(5,15)+0.456,(5, 16)+0.533,(5, 17)+0.544}= 3.435, 

 (4,13) = max{(5,16)+0.456,(5, 17)+0.533}= 3.349, 

 (4,14) = max{(5,17)+0.456}= 3.258; 

Phase 8: (3,7) = max{(4,10)+0.462,(4, 11)+0.533,(4, 12)+0.540}= 4.045, 

 (3,8) = max{(4,11)+0.462,(4, 12)+0.533,(4, 13)+0.540}= 3.974, 

 (3,9) = max{(4,12)+0.462,(4, 13)+0.533,(4, 14)+0.540}= 3.897, 

 (3,10) = max{(4,13)+0.462,(4, 14)+0.533}= 3.811, 

 (3,11) = max{(4,14)+0.462}= 3.720; 

Phase 9: (2,4) = max{(3,7)+0.474,(3, 8)+0.491,(3, 9)+0.539}= 4.519, 

 (2,5) = max{(3,8)+0.474,(3,9)+0.491,(3,10)+0.539}= 4.448, 

 (2,6) = max{(3,9)+0.474,(3,10)+0.491,(3,11)+0.539}=4.371, 

 (2,7) = max{(3,10)+0.474,(3,11)+0.491}= 4.265, 

 (2,8) = max{(3,11)+0.474}= 4.194; 

Phase 10: (1,0) = max{(2,4)+0.553,(2,5)+0.533}= 5.072, 

 (1,1) = max{(2,5)+0.553,(2,6)+0.533}= 5.001, 

 (1,2) = max{(2,6)+0.553,(2,7)+0.533}= 4.924, 

 (1,3) = max{(2,7)+0.553,(2, 8)+0.533}= 4.786, 

 (1,4) = max{(2, 8)+0.553}= 4.747; 

      The maximum among {(1,0),(1,1),(1,2),(1,3),(1,4)}, i.e. (1, 0) = 5.072, was taken 

as the maximum service value. In this case, the services were executed in the following 

sequence: f1,2f2,3f3,3f4,1f5,2f6,2f7,2f8,1f9,1f10,2. The total execution time was 

ttotal = t1,2+t2,3+t3,3+t4,1+t5,2+t6,2+t7,2+t8,1+t9,1+t10,2 = 4+3+3+4+3+3+4+4+4+3 = 35 = DL. 

4.2  Comparative analysis 

The execution paths of the STA, MVAL and SRVT are plotted as Fig. 1, providing an 

intuitive way to compare the performance of the three algorithms. 

 

Figure 1: The execution paths of the STA, MVAL and SRVT. 
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      As shown in Fig. 1, the MVAL achieved a much higher total service value than the other 

two algorithms. However, this algorithm was not adoptable, because its makespan far 

exceeded the deadline. The SRVT improved the total service value by (5.072–4.747)/4.747  

6.85 % from the level of the STA. Compared with other single-objective algorithms, the 

SRVT boasts a certain optimization effect. 

5. PERFORMANCE EFFECT OF DEADLINE 

The deadline is a preset time for the completion of a workflow. Any algorithm that completes 

the workflow beyond the deadline should not be adopted, even if it can achieve a high service 

value. The proposed SRVT computes the execution domain of each task based on the 

deadline; the longer the deadline, the larger the execution domain. If there is plenty of time, 

the service with a high value could be selected for execution, pushing up the total service 

value of the task. Table II shows how each deadline affects the performance. The deadlines 

were controlled within 46, the time needed for the MVAL to complete all tasks. 

Table II: The impact of deadlines on performance. 

DL SRVT(Sval) STA(Sval) Increment from STA MVAL(Sval) Decrement from MVAL 

45 5.473 4.747 15.29 % 5.504 —— 

43 5.415 4.747 14.07 % 5.504 —— 

41 5.350 4.747 12.70 % 5.504 —— 

39 5.268 4.747 11.35 % 5.504 —— 

37 5.179 4.747 9.10 % 5.504 —— 

35 5.072 4.747 6.85 % 5.504 —— 

 

      As shown in Table II, the SRVT achieved higher service value than the MVAL, when the 

deadlines were no greater than 46. Thus, the SRVT performance can be improved by properly 

extending the deadline. 

6. CONCLUSIONS 

This paper explores the optimal scheduling of automobile manufacturing services with 

deadlines, and puts forward a deadline-constrained service value-time optimization algorithm 

(SRVT). Firstly, the workflow diagram was plotted, and the execution domain of each task 

was calculated, according to the deadline and the earliest and latest start times of the task. 

Next, the SRVT was adopted to reversely derive the service with the maximum value at each 

time point, and adds it to the set of candidate solutions in the next iterations. Finally, an actual 

workflow was selected to analyse the performance of our algorithm. The results show that the 

SRVT performance can be improved feasibly, when the deadline is constant. 
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